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AudioTron supplied digital sound over the Cat-5, but without a TV-based interface. We expect Linksys to add wireless to the mix too. But if you want it all now, along with the video, Prismiq's interesting little box is doing it all now, for $250. The Prismiq media player can play MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 with hardware and MPEG-4, DivX and
future video robots using software. On the audio side, it can play MP3, MP2 and AC3 formats (using hardware), as well as wave files and future audio codeks (using software). It can also play Shoutcast and WMA Internet Radio streams. Prismiq can also display JPEG, GIF, and PNG images. This is the most full-length household media
device we've seen, although the PC is still better. The box is based on the 32-bit NEC MIPS processor, which has an integrated MPEG decoder. There's 16MB of flash drive as well as 64MB of system memory. The CardBus slot on the back of the device allows you to connect the Ethernet wireless adapter, and the media player supports a
large number of Ethernet wireless cards. Based on the built-in version of the 2.4 Linux kernel, the Prismiq player makes it easy for you to navigate the TV-based user interface. Here you see a default desktop that represents localized weather, stock quotes and headlines. The text is quite legible, however, reading regular web pages with
the Prismiq web browser can be quite painful. To be fair, it's not Prismiq's fault, but rather because of the low-resolution NTSC television. Unfortunately, the Prismiq player doesn't have HD-grade video outputs (VGA, DVI, component), so the best thing you can do is S-Video. To stream audio and video, you must run the Media Manager
app on at least one computer on your network. This program, which is more like a system service, is the eyes and ears for the console. Without it, the player is essentially blind and deaf. Our biggest problem with Prismiq is that it lacks local storage. This means that web page bookmarks, inventory lists, and weather conditions should be
stored on your PC, not on the player. Why is there no local storage? We suspect this is dealing with money. The player sells for $250, and adding even a modest hard drive will push the price to at least $100. However, we would like to see a small amount of flash memory added to the system, along with SmartMedia, SD or CompactFlash
card reader to display newly taken digital photos. During testing, we were able to use Prismiq to play all the media types advertised. Before we could play any of them we had to scan the hard drive of our host PC with a bundled Media Manager app. You only run the app on one computer, but it not only catalogs local media, but also
supports volumes from other computers on your network. We tested Prismiq using the standard Ethernet so we could look at a few clips with higher bit speeds without worrying about the wireless network, causing hiccups during playback. The quality of the video playback was solid and we didn't see the interweaving-based artifacts.
Artifacts. Playback starts first in the window frame, which eats up part of the user interface, and then goes full screen. Having a button on the user interface that is just said full screen will be a useful addition. While navigating the user interface, the overall performance of the player was felt a little sluggish at times, especially when using an
integrated web browser. We attribute part of the slow performance to the low-cost and low-clock MIPS processor that forms the heart of the system. The Prismiq player also includes an open source AOL GAIM client, so you can use AIM in your living room. Of course, to really use this feature you will need a keyboard that sells separately
for $50. AOL is in the habit of changing its protocols to try to block non-AOL customers (such as GAIM and Trillian), but Prismiq has updated firmware, so that when a GAIM update becomes necessary Prismiq can implement the necessary changes. The remote is included in the Prismiq media player. We loved this device. It's the closest
to the Nirvana media client we've found yet, but there are still some holes in its feature set. There is the most conspicuous lack of support for WMA or WMV formats. In addition, there is currently a lack of support for Ogg Vorbis, an increasingly popular open source audio code. Given that Primsiq can add in additional formats through
Media Manager software we hope the company will address these flaws. A company spokesman said WMA support was already in the works and that support for WMV and Ogg Vorbis was being considered. In the press, Prismiq has just made available a 3.1 version of its firmware that adds support for the 802.11a and 802.11g cards,
resulting in a much faster wireless network Prismiq Media Player. This additional support will also allow higher bit-course video streams that will play Prismiq via wireless communication, although the usual challenges with 802.11 Best Architecture Efforts will still be present. For $249, it's a pretty complete product, even if it's missing a few
things and requires a PC to work. But everyone said it's still the best slim media client we've seen whose price is sub-$300. Product:Prismiq Media PlayerWeb Site:PrismiqPros:Audio, stills, video and web browser all in one, compact package. Cons:Lack of local permanent storage; Lack of support for WMA and WMV file formats; sluggish
navigation performance through UIs.Summary: The best slim client device we've seen for under $300.Price: $249Score: Plenty of portable media players are now available, but the $599 Ovideon Aviah is the first I've seen to use an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) screen. Unfortunately, at the late pre-production Aviah portable and the
player I tested, the OLED screen was the most distinctive feature to date. The OLED display technology promises better colors and smoother video than conventional LED screens. And it delivers: The MPEG-4 video showed shiny colors and appeared clear and sharp at 2.2-inch, 521-by-218-pixel 521-by-218-pixel with natural colors and a
great dynamic range. The screen also looked great in most lighting, except for direct sunlight, where it was too pale to view comfortably (presumably because OLED screens use their own light instead of reflecting ambient light, like other types of LED technology displays). The viewing angle is also much wider than on conventional LCD
displays: I could see the image from any point of view. My only complaint about the screen is that it's a little small compared to the 3.5-inch and large screens that we've seen on other players such as the IRiver PMC-120; watching the extended intervals made my eyes ache. Another note: My test unit got a little warm, especially after
recording the video for 10 minutes or so. It's not uncomfortably hot, but it can give you a small case of sweaty hands. Because of the ship in early April, The Aviah weighs just over 5 ounces, is less than an inch thick, and fits easily into a pocket. At the front of the case are buttons for volume and channel control, as well as a jogging dial to
navigate the files stored on the integrated 5GB hard drive, as well as to play the content. It's the only portable media player we've seen with a built-in TV tuner - useful when you run out of pre-recorded episodes of The Simpsons to watch in a very long encounter. The device allows you to record video in three ways: with the antenna on,
you can pick up over-the-air TV channels; The included cable allows you to connect to the analog cable TV outlet; or you're recording a composite video from an external source. The player handles a range of video formats, including MPEG-2, ASF, WMV, DiVx and MPEG-4 video files with a resolution of up to 720 by 480 pixels (the player
automatically resifies them to fill the screen). And with the heavy compression that DiVx and MPEG-4 use, you can put a few hours worth of video on Aviah's 5GB drive. Software for transcoding video files in the DiVx format (called TransC) will be included in the production version, but was not available for testing. Another nice touch: the
player comes with a second battery, and it's easy to change. In our unofficial battery tests, we got less than 2 hours of video playback on the battery - not enough for a long flight, but enough for a long commute. However, when I watched and recorded live TV, the battery life dropped to just under an hour. Aviah has a number of limitations
as a digital audio player. It can play MP3 and WMA audio files, but it doesn't support AAC or WMA files with built-in DRM - drag if you want to purchase tracks from online music services such as iTunes and Napster. The device supports Windows Media Player playlists, and they can include both and audio files. However, there is no
support for other shared playlist formats (created by iTunes or Winamp). You can create playlists on the player itself with CH and buttons, but this is inconvenient at best. Skipping Pass just as clumsy. Most players will go straight to the next track if you hit the fast forward button, but Aviah is fast forward through the current track before it
hits the next one - a real pain if the song is long. You can go to the next track by going back to the file list and selecting it from the list, but it's much less convenient. Switching from video to sound playback can also be confusing. Audio and video files are stored in separate folders, but the player doesn't automatically go from audio to video
folder, so you have to move there on your own. The $599 Aviah, which uses its own operating system, is more expensive than other portable media players with similar screen sizes. For example, the Archos Gimini 400, which also uses its own OS, sells for about $350. IRiver's PMC 120 uses Microsoft Portable Media Center OS, has a
larger, 3.5-inch display, and sells for $450. The IRiver large screen makes it easier to watch long videos, and the Archos unit is physically smaller. Both systems facilitate the selection and sorting of files, and both have 20GB of hard drives - significantly more than 5GB of Avia. The OLED screen on Aviah is terrific, and this feature itself
makes it easy to recommend as a video player. But you hardly want to use this exclusively for video, and as a more generic media player, Aviah has too many quirks to be the all-in-one device it's trying to be. This small portable media player has a large screen, but the device is expensive and inconvenient to use as an audio player. List:
$599www.ovideon.com This story, First Look: Ovideon's So-So Media Player was originally published by PCWorld. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. Details. media player 11 free download for xp. windows media player 11 free
download. windows media player 11 free download for windows 10. windows media player 11 free download full version for xp. microsoft windows media player 11 free download. windows media player 11 free download for windows 10 64 bit. windows media player 11 free download for windows 7 32 bit. win xp media player 11 free
download
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